Abstract Solving PDEs on geometrical graphs with method of lines approach leads to large-scale, homogeneous, weakly connected ODE systems. Such differential equation systems can be efficiently solved on parallel computers by exploiting of parallelism across system. In this case optimal parallelization of the ODE solvers is equivalent to finding an optimal mapping of secondary topology graph on architecture graph. Architecture aware graph partitioning is a relatively new direction of research. Available solutions do not cover all the most important hardware platforms. Furthermore, usage of existing architecture aware partitioners does not provide facilities for estimating discretization parameters in PDE solvers. In this paper, we discuss an approach to overcome above-mentioned drawbacks.
Introduction
Majority of models for dynamic network objects (DNOs) can be represented as nonlinear PDE systems on geometrical graphs
where geometrical graph Γ = (V Γ , E Γ ) corresponds to the graph of DNO [1] . Equations on the edges e ∈ E Γ reflect behavior of the DNO along the edges of Γ . Equations in the vertices v ∈ V Γ define laws of interaction between parts of the DNO (transmission conditions). Prevalent method for simulation of these models is half discretization of PDEs using the method of lines (MOL) approach. It leads to large-scale homogeneous weakly connected ODE or DAE systems on non-weighted secondary topology graphs. If half discretization in space (with a space step ε) is used, the secondary topology graph G ε = G(ε, Γ ) is obtained from Γ by replacing each of its edges by a path of length [l i /ε], where l i is a weight of edge e i ∈ E Γ , or, equivalently, by inserting of additional [l i /ε] − 1 vertices into each edge of Γ , and ODE system takes the form
where y : R + → R m denotes vector of state variables on the secondary topology graph G ε .
Since the ODE system (2) is large-scale and weakly connected, it can be solved quite efficiently on parallel computers by exploiting of parallelism across system [2, 3] . Equation segmentation (ES) method is the most attractive in this context. According to the ES method the right-hand side of (2) is distributed among different processors and calculations of its parts are carried out simultaneously [3] . At the same time the secondary topology graph G ε is equivalent to the computational graph of the right-hand side function (see Sect. 2.2). It allows to reformulate the problem of optimal parallelization of ODE solvers for (2) by means of equation segmentation in terms of the secondary topology graph partitioning problem.
Architecture aware partitioning of computational graphs is a relatively new area of research [4] . Most of existing partitioning algorithms are suitable for homogeneous parallel architectures, but fail to address the limitations imposed by heterogeneity.
Recently available solutions for complicated heterogeneous parallel architectures [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] have some significant drawbacks. For instance, architecture aware partitioning methods in Jostle [6, 7] , Scotch [13] and DRUM [9, 10] do not take into consideration heterogeneity in both processor performance and network. This problem is partially solved in PT-Scotch [14] . MiniMax tries to minimize the variance in processor execution time, but it does not take into account the granularity of the parallelized application [8] . PART/ParaPART [11, 12] and PaGrid [5] are free from the above-mentioned disadvantages, but they use edgecut based model of communications which is a poor approximation of the total communication cost. More accurate model was proposed in [4] and implemented in extention of MeTiS library for architecture aware partitioning. This model is based on the partitioning volume measure which is defined as the total communication volume required by the partition. However, used in [4] communication metrics do not take into account latencies of links between processors. Furthermore, all mentioned partitioning tools do not rely on the well-known fact that the computational cost on vector processors depends drastically on the structure of the partition. Finally, all available graph partitioners works only with a priori known computational graphs. But in our case, structure of the computational graph depends on the space step ε, which should be also estimated during optimal parallelization process. In order to solve the drawbacks and limitations of existing partitioners in the context of the considered optimal parallelization problem, we propose a new problem-oriented approach to parallelize PDE systems on geometrical graphs in an optimal way.
The contributions of this paper are: (a) enhanced metrics for estimation of execution time of numerical solvers for the problem (1); (b) optimization approach that allows to find both an optimal space step and an optimal partitioning. The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the model of optimal parallelization problem. Section 3 contains an overview of proposed optimization approach. A considered approach is implemented in toolbox πDyNO for optimal parallelization of DNOs simulators in ProMoT/Diana simulation environment [21] . Some modules of πDyNO are still under development, but several results have already been achieved. The architecture of πDyNO is presented in Sect. 4. Finally, we give conclusions and areas of further work in Sect. 5.
Optimization problem

General model
The de facto criteria for comparing quality of different parallel numerical solvers are an accuracy of obtained solutions, as well as total execution time, speedup and efficiency of application. The execution time T p of the solver for the ODE system (2) depends on the number of iterations n during ODE system integration and on the set of parameters q that define mapping of computational graph onto target parallel system. In addition, structure of the computational graph for the right-hand side of the ODE system (2) depends on the space step width ε. To find the speedup S p and efficiency E p , only the execution time T p and parameters of the target parallel system need to be known.
The accuracy of the solver E can be roughly estimated from the discretization steps in space ε and in time τ [2, 16] . The time step τ for discretization of the ODE system (2) allows to uniquely identify the number of iterations n and conversely. On the other hand discretization steps ε and τ can not vary independently. They are constrained by an inequality that imposes restrictions on the stability domain of the chosen ODE integration method. We refer to this inequality as stability inequality.
As a result, the following model of optimal parallelization problem is proposed
where x = (ε, τ, q) is a tuple of unknowns, w ∈ [0, 1] 4 is a vector of weights for optimality criteria, T max p and E max are upper bounds for the execution time and the accuracy of solutions, f cv is a stability violation function which defines stability inequality. Inequality constraints in this model represent the most important restrictions on parallelization. Furthermore, objective function in (3) allows by means of weights vector w to choose and combine the most meaningful metrics for users. The only restriction is that objective function must involve at least one execution time related criterion.
Execution time related metrics in the general model
The execution time of the ODE integrator depends significantly on the time of right-hand side function evaluation.
The computational graph for the right-hand side of the system (2) can be modeled by the secondary topology graph G ε . Since sets of equations that correspond to different vertices of G ε are computationally equivalent, the computational graph is unweighted.
For modeling the target parallel system we use a weighted undirected graph A = (V A , E A ). The vertices p i ∈ V A represent processors in the system, and the edges e i ∈ E A correspond to the communication links between processors. Array based computations, as well as communications are modeled by linear functions. Linear models are well suited for representation of operations on vector processor and point-to-point communications. Linear model of communications is widely used and well known in literature as Hockney's model. Thus each vertex and edge of A has associated with it latency and cost per unit operation. The unit computational operation is an evaluation of the right-hand sides of the equations that corresponds to some [6] . It allows to obtain communicational costs for directly unlinked processors.
Given the proposed models of the computational graph and the target parallel system, we now define execution time related metrics. The computational cost for a processor p i ∈ V A , i.e. the cost processor p i incur for processing over all portion of vertices V i ⊆ V G ε assigned to it, is a sum of all array based computations on p i :
where l p ( p i ) denotes the latency of array based computation on p i , c p ( p i ) is the cost per unit computational oper- ation on p i , and enode(e) is a set of secondary topology graph nodes, that were inserted into edge e of graph Γ on the stage of half-discretization (see Sect. 1). Since communications of a processor p i ∈ V A with another can be performed simultaneously, the cost processor p i incur for communicating any information associated to V i is defined as follows:
where l e ( p i , p j ) and c e ( p i , p j ) denote the latency and the cost per unit computation between p i and p j , and Figure 1 gives insight into this formula.
Using the above definitions, the execution time of the parallel solver is:
where t 0 is an average time of auxiliary calculations between two sequential right-hand side function evaluations, n is a number of right-hand side function evaluations, need to be performed during ODE system integration. Values of t 0 and n depends only on the chosen ODE integration method and on the step sizes τ and ε. The execution time of the sequential solver is given by
where vertex p f corresponds to the fastest processor, and L = e∈E Γ l(e) denotes the total weight of edges in Γ .
Given metrics allows to define the relative speedup S p and efficiency E p by the following formulas:
where P denotes the peak performance of utilized processors.
Stability violation and global error estimates
To derive the stability violation function f sv we use the following procedure. At first, we estimate the spectrum of the ODE system Jacobian S(J F Gε ). After that estimates of the spectrum diversity are used to exclude problem dependent terms in the stability function of the ODE integration method R(λ) [16] . Hence, expression
where S * is the upper (lower) estimate of the spectrum diversity for explicit (implicit) integration method, gives a set of points with f cv (τ, ε) = 0.
For some special classes of ODE systems spectrum S(J F Gε ) can be calculated exactly. Nevertheless, in the majority of cases it is rather complicated, and therefore one need to use some inequalities for eigenvalues. Such inequalities can be derived from standard matrix inequalities, namely Hirsch's, Bendixson's and Brauer's inequalities, corollaries of Ostrowski's theorem [17] , or on the basis of particular inferences. In general, these inequalities are not too sharp, but for each inequality there are classes of ODE systems for which this inequality yield good estimate. Therefore, all known estimates should be applied to the given problem and then the best one should be chosen. Some useful inequalities for S(J F Gε ) can be derived on the basis of information about G ε . Applying eigenvalues for laplacian matrix of the secondary topology graph is the most promising direction in this field [18, 19] .
Since reliable a priory estimation of global error usually gives significantly overrated values for nonlinear ODE systems, we use the following formula for expected accuracy of the solver
where E m is a function of reliable a priory global error estimate for the target ODE integration method, a(·) is a relaxation coefficient, and Φ(·) is a mapping, that allows to obtain Lipschitz constant for the given function.
Optimization approach
The key idea of our optimization approach is in separation of architecture aware partitioning of the secondary top- Fig. 2 Outline of the optimization approach ology graph from estimation of the step sizes τ and ε. It is possible due to independence of accuracy and stability constraints in (3) from information about partitioning. We use the nested optimization scheme (see Fig. 2 ). The "outer" optimizer tries to find optimal values of the step sizes τ and ε. Each iteration of the "outer" optimizer entails three steps. In the first step, a sample points x = (τ, ε) is produced. The second step generates partitioning q of the secondary topology graph G ε for the given x according to the optimality criterion (6) . The third step addresses the calculation of objective function and the treatment of infeasible samples.
In the partitioning step, we use a predictor-corrector approach similar to one proposed by Moulitsas and Karypis in [4] . The partitioning for prediction phase is computed using available graph partitioning library. Architecture aware partitioners are preferred. In this phase, model of the execution time objective (see (6)) is simplified. Namely, computational and communication latencies are not taken into account. The prediction phase allows to leverage existing high-quality partitioning software. The partitioning for correction phase is computed by utilizing some randomized combinatorial optimization heuristic (randomized greedy algorithms, genetic algorithms, ant colony method, simulated annealing, tabu search etc). The objective for this phase is given by (6) . After each correction phase we use the Bayesian heuristic approach for tuning randomized parameters of the combinatorial optimizer [20] . It allows to improve convergence rate of the randomized heuristic.
Note that partitioning step is computationally very expensive. Furthermore, the estimated partitioning q depends on some randomized parameters of the combinatorial optimizer. It leads to partial uncertainty of time related metrics and hence to stochastic objective in the general model (3) . Therefore "outer" optimizer should realize stochastic black-box optimization approach for expensive objectives. Statistical optimization methods fall under this category [22] .
Description of toolbox πDyNO for optimal parallelization of DNOs simulators in ProMoT/Diana simulation environment
The proposed parallelization approach is implemented in πDyNO toolbox (the name stands for "Parallelization tool for Dynamic Network Objects Simulators"). πDyNO is realized as supplementary software for ProMoT/Diana simulation environment. Figure 3 shows a flow diagram of πDyNO in ProMoT/Diana. At present πDyNO consists of two shared libraries (pdynoopt.so and pdynopart.so) and two utilities (pdyno2bs and pdyno2c++). The library pdynopart.so represents optimization problem for the partitioning step. The library pdynoopt.so corresponds to general representation of optimization problem for the "outer" optimizer (see Sect. 3). The above-mentioned libraries allows to generate XML file with representation of optimally parallelized solver for the PDE system on geometrical graph. This file is used as an input by pdyno2bs and pdyno2c++ utilities. pdyno2bs generates script for running the parallel application on the nodes defined by optimal partitioning. Formats for Portable Batch System (PBS), as well as for batch environments in MPICH and OpenMPI are supported. pdyno2c++ generates C++ sources for calculating the Black box global optimization method with data analysis right-hand side of the ODE system (2). The sources obtained with pdyno2c++ realize hybrid OpenMP + MPI code.
The whole process of optimal parallelization with πDyNO can be subdivided into three stages. The first stage concerns further specification of the optimization problem. The modeling tool ProMoT allows to obtain model of accuracy and stability constraints in symbolic representation. The command line utility mdl2diana translates this model to C++ source files, which can be compiled and linked to a shared library by the utility dianac. The compiled model is used as an input by pdynoopt.so. The geometrical Γ and architecture A graphs should be specified in XML-files, which need to be defined for pdynoopt.so.
The second stage deals with running optimal parallelization procedure in the simulation environment Diana. Diana is based on the dynamic object-oriented programming language Python and inherits the Python command line user interface. Hence, the user should assign optimization problems from pdynoopt.so and pdynopart.so with optimizers in Python script, and run this script with diana utility. Table 1 lists statistical optimization methods, which can be used as "outer" optimizers in Diana.
In the third stage, utilities pdyno2bs and pdyno2c++ should be run to obtain sources of optimally parallelized solver.
Conclusions and further work
In this paper, we address issues in the architecture aware parallelization of solvers for PDE systems on geometrical graphs. We propose and discuss an approach to formalize and solve the optimal parallelization problem. Our approach allows to optimize both the characteristics of discretization method, and the mapping of discretized problem on the target parallel system. Finally, we present a tool, πDyNO, for the semi-automatic parallelization of solvers, which implements this approach.
Further work will consist of developing testing environment for πDyNO, and empirical investigation of parallel PDE solvers obtained with πDyNO on real parallel systems. Since parallelism across system does not restrict the use of parallelism across method and parallelism across time [3] , the other direction for further work will be concerned with the development of an approach to optimally parallelize solvers that entail both parallelism across system and parallelism across method.
